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Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM)
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- Definition A mortgage that does not have a fixed interest rate. The 

rate changes during the life of the loan based on movements in an 

index rate, such as the rate for Treasury securities or the Cost of 

Funds Index. ARMs usually offer a lower initial rate than fixed-rate 

loans. The interest rate fluctuates over the life of the loan based on the 

market conditions, but the agreement generally sets maximum and 

minimum rates. When interest rates increase, generally the loan 

payments increase, and when interest rates decrease, the monthly 

payment may decrease.

www.cfpb.gov

http://www.cfpb.gov/


ARM Characteristics

•Adjustable Rate Mortgages, or ARM’s, have an interest rate that 

increases or decreases over the life of the loan, based upon the 

interest rate environment.  

• Characteristics of an ARM include:

• A starting interest rate that is generally lower than the rate offered on a fixed rate mortgage

• An interest rate that is tied to a particular index

• Caps that are established for the:

– Adjustment period (interest rate cap)

– Life of the loan (lifetime cap)

– Payment (payment cap)

– These caps limit the amount the interest rate and/or payment may change

• Uncertainty for the borrower who does not know how much their payment will change at 

each adjustment

• ARM’s may offer a lower initial interest rate than a fixed rate program

• Potential for increased delinquencies, due to payment adjustments

• Various types of ARM’s are available, depending on the adjustment period. For example, a 

1-year ARM adjusts yearly.

•
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ARM Components
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Index
Changes in the interest rate are governed by a financial index.  The lender chooses an index for 

each ARM product that is out of their influence.  Common indexes include:  Treasury Securities, 

Costs of Funds or the LIBOR index. 

Margin
This is a predetermined amount that is added to the index to determine the fully indexed interest 

rate.  Margins are generally fixed for the term of the loan.  

Fully Indexed Accrual 

Rate (FIAR)
This is the index plus the margin.  This is how we calculate what the rate is at the time of 

adjustment.

Discount/Short Fall
A one-time reduction to make the initial rate competitive. The result is also called the “teaser 

rate.” This is the Start Rate.  The amount of the discount is decided by the investor.

Initial Rate/Start Rate

Teaser Rate
What the lender charges for the first period of the ARM.  It is the FIAR minus the discount.

Periodic Adjustment 

Cap
This limits the amount the interest rate can adjust up or down from one adjustment period to the 

next after the first adjustment. Also known as the subsequent adjustment cap. Usually 1% or 2%.

Initial Adjustment  

Cap
This limits the amount the interest rate can adjust up or down on the first adjustment.  Usually 5% 

or 6%. Not all loans have a different Initial adjustment cap than the periodic adjustment cap.

Lifetime Cap
Limits the amount of upward interest rate adjustment over the full term of the loan.  Usually 5% or 6%.

Negative Amortization
Occurs when the interest on a loan is accruing at a faster rate than it is being repaid.    
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ARM Features

Conversion Clause

– A provision in some ARM’s that allows the consumer to change the ARM to a 

fixed-rate loan at some point during the term. Conversion is usually allowed at 

the end of the first adjustment period. At the time of the conversion, the new 

fixed rate is generally set at one of the rates then prevailing for fixed-rate 

mortgages. The conversion feature may be available at extra cost.
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https://www.consumerfinance.gov/consumer-tools/mortgages/key-terms/

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_charm_booklet.pdf

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/consumer-tools/mortgages/key-terms/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_charm_booklet.pdf


ARM Indexes
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•One-Year Treasury Index – H15 – Federal Reserve

•The One Year Treasury Bill is one of the primary borrowing or debt instruments of the Treasury Department 

of the United States. This Bill is used for short term borrowing or financing by the Treasury Department for 

the United States Government.  This is the most common index in the Eastern U.S.

•LIBOR – London Interbank Offered Rate

•LIBOR is the rate on dollar-denominated deposits, also known as Eurodollars, traded between banks in 

London.  The index is quoted for one, three and six-month periods, and for one year periods as well.  LIBOR 

is the base interest rate paid on deposits between banks in the Eurodollar market.  A Eurodollar is a dollar 

deposited in a bank in a country where the currency is not the dollar.  The Eurodollar market has been 

around for 40 years and is a major component of the international financial market.  London is the center of 

the Euromarket in terms of volume. LIBOR as quoted in the Wall Street Journal is an average of rate quotes 

from FIVE major banks: Bank of America, Barclays, Bank of Tokyo, Deutsche Bank and Swiss Bank.   This 

is commonly used as an index for LIBOR based loans.  The most common quote for mortgages is the six-

month LIBOR.  LIBOR most closely tracks the One Year Treasury Security Index. 

On July 27, 2017, the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) announced its 

intention to phase out LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate) by the end of 2021.

•The Federal Reserve has tasked the Alternative Reference Rate Committee (ARRC) with the responsibility 

of the transition from U.S. Dollar LIBOR to a new benchmark replacement rate. ARRC set up an index called 

the Broad Treasury Financing Rate (BTFR). The BTFR rate contains a broad set of US treasury market 

based financing transactions, also known as repo transactions. However, it is not likely that this will serve as 

a replacement for ARM indexes in the future.
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ARM Indexes
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•COFI – Cost of Funds Index
•The Eleventh District Cost of Funds is the most prevalent index in the Western U.S. The COFI 

index, which is a weighted monthly average, has been published since 1981 by the San 

Francisco Federal Home Bank (The Eleventh District). The funds used for the calculation are 

the liabilities at the District’s Savings Institutions, which include deposits, borrowings from the 

FED and all other borrowings.  The interest paid on these funds is the cost for these funds.  The 

word “weighted” is used for this type of index, because the above referenced components are 

used to determine the blended or weighted rate. It is the least volatile of all the indices.  
•

•1 Year MTA
•This index is an average of the monthly one-year treasury adjusted to constant maturity for the 

past 12 months. Yields on Treasury Securities at constant maturity are determined by the U.S. 

Treasury from the daily yield curve, which is based on the closing market-bid yields on actively 

traded Treasury securities in the over-the-counter market.
•

•Federal Funds Rate
•This is the interest rate at which banks and other depository institutions lend money to each 

other, usually on an overnight basis. Like the federal discount rate, the federal funds rate is 

used to control the supply of available funds, and hence, inflation and other interest rates. 

Raising the rate makes it more expensive to borrow. This lowers the supply of available money 

and increases the short-term interest rates.
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ARM Indexes
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ARM Indexes
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http://www.armindexes.com/

http://www.armindexes.com/
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http://mortgage-x.com/general/mortgage_indexes.asp

http://mortgage-x.com/general/mortgage_indexes.asp


The Adjustment Period
 Depending on the type of ARM loan, the interest rate and monthly

payment will change based on the type.

.The period between rate changes is called the adjustment period

– A 1-Year ARM that adjusts every year

– A 3/3 ARM in which the initial interest rate lasts for three years and then is 

adjusted again every three years

– A 5/5 ARM in which the initial interest rate lasts for five years and then is 

adjusted again every five years

See next slide for Hybrid ARM adjustments
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The Servicer must notify the Borrower regarding the first rate adjustment at least seven months before 

the new payment at the adjusted interest rate. Every subsequent rate/payment change must be 

disclosed 60 days prior to the change.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_charm_booklet.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_charm_booklet.pdf


Hybrid ARMs

A Hybrid ARM

– This loan is a hybrid of a fixed-rate period and an adjustable-rate period

– The interest rate is fixed for a short-term period, then the rate may adjust 

annually

– A 3/1 ARM will have a 3-year fixed rate period, after that may adjust annually for 

the remaining term

– A 3/1, 5/1, 7/1, 10/1

• The first number indicates how long the fixed interest-rate will be; and

• The second number indicates how often the rate will adjust after the initial period

13Adjustable Rate Mortgages

QM Definition- (iv) been underwritten using the maximum interest rate that may apply during the first 5 

years (and with amortizing monthly payments), 



ARM Caps
 Adjustable-rate mortgages (ARM’s) typically include several kinds of

caps that control how your interest rate can adjust. 

There are three kinds of caps:

– Initial adjustment cap: This cap says how much the interest rate can increase the first 

time it adjusts, after the fixed-rate period expires. It’s common for this cap to be either two 

or five percent – meaning that at the first rate change, the new rate can’t be more than two 

(or five) percentage points higher than the initial rate during the fixed-rate period.

– Subsequent adjustment cap: This cap says how much the interest rate can increase in 

the adjustment periods that follow. This cap is most commonly two percent, meaning that 

the new rate can’t be more than two percentage points higher than the previous rate.

– Lifetime adjustment cap: This cap says how much the interest rate can increase in total, 

over the life of the loan. This cap is most commonly five percent, meaning that the rate can 

never be five percentage points higher than the initial rate. However, some lenders may 

have a higher cap.

Adjustable Rate Mortgages 14

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_charm_booklet.pdf
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ARM Caps
 Adjustable-rate mortgages (ARM’s) typically include several kinds of

caps that control how your interest rate can adjust. An ARM may have 

different cap structures.


 A 10/1 ARM has a 10-year fixed rate period, after that may adjust

annually for the remaining term and different lenders may offer 

different Cap Options.


:As an example, a 10/1 Arm may offer

– 2/6 Caps

• The first number indicates the initial interest rate cap

• The second number indicates the subsequent adjustment cap annually

– 5/2/6 Caps

• The first number indicates the initial interest rate cap

• The second number indicates the subsequent adjustment rate cap annually

• The third number indicates the lifetime adjustment rate cap

Adjustable Rate Mortgages 15



Example Of A 10/1 ARM With 2/6 Caps
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• Index 1 Year MTA : 1.375% • Annual Adjustment Cap: 2.00%

• Discount: 1.00% • Lifetime Adjustment Cap 6.00%

• Margin: 2.75% *11th year Index: 2.25%

•

•A. Calculate the Fully Indexed Rate:

• Index 1.375

• +Margin 2.75

Fully Indexed Rate 4.125%

•

•B. Calculate the Starter/Teaser Rate:

• Index 1.375

• +Margin 2.75

• -Discount 1.00%

Starter/Teaser Rate 3.125%

•

•C. Calculate Maximum 11th Year Rate:

• Starter Rate 3.125%

• +Annual Adj. Cap 2.00%

• Max 1st Year Rate 5.125%

•

•D. Calculate 11th Year FIAR: 

• (New Current*) Index 2.25%*

• +Margin 2.75%

• *New FIAR 5.00%

•*New FIAR is the maximum new adjusted Rate if lower than the Max adjusted capped Rate calculation 
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Example Of A 10/1 ARM With 2/6 Caps
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• Index 1 Year MTA : 1.375% • Annual Adjustment Cap: 2.00%

• Discount: 1.00% • Lifetime Adjustment Cap 6.00%

• Margin: 2.75% *11th year Index: 2.25%

•

•

•C. Calculate Maximum 11th Year Rate:

• Starter Rate 3.125%

• +Annual Adj. Cap 2.00%

• Max 1st Year Rate 5.125%

•

•D. Calculate 11th Year FIAR: 

• (New Current*) Index 2.25%*

• +Margin 2.75%

• *New FIAR 5.00%

•*New FIAR is the maximum new adjusted Rate if lower than the Max adjusted capped Rate calculation 

•** The FIAR is typically rounded to the nearest 1/8 if being using as the interest rate

17

If the Index on year 11 is 2.25 (as used in the example above) 

What is the Interest Rate that would be charged to the customer?



Example Of A 10/1 ARM With 5/2/6 Caps
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Index: .750% Annual Adjustment Cap: 2.000%

Discount: 1.00% Initial Adjustment Cap:      5.000% 

Lifetime Adjustment Cap: 6.000%

Margin: 2.750% 11th year Index: 2.25%
•

•A. Calculate the Fully Indexed Rate:

• Index 1.375

• +Margin 2.75

Fully Indexed Rate 4.125%

•

•B. Calculate the Starter/Teaser Rate:

• Index 1.375

• +Margin 2.75

• -Discount 1.00%

Starter/Teaser Rate 3.125%

•

•C. Calculate Maximum 11th Year Rate:

• Starter Rate 3.125%

• +Annual Adj. Cap 5.00%

• Max 1st Year Rate 8.125%

•

•D. Calculate 11th Year FIAR: 

• (New Current*) Index 2.25%*

• +Margin 2.75%

• *New FIAR 5.00%

•*New FIAR is the maximum new adjusted Rate if lower than the Max adjusted capped Rate calculation 
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Example Of A 10/1 ARM With 5/2/6 Caps
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Index: .750% Annual Adjustment Cap: 2.000%

Discount: 1.00% Initial Adjustment Cap:      5.000% 

Lifetime Adjustment Cap: 6.000%

Margin: 2.750% 11th year Index: 2.25%
•

•

•C. Calculate Maximum 11th Year Rate:

• Starter Rate 3.125%

• +Annual Adj. Cap 5.00%

• Max 1st Year Rate 8.125%

•

•D. Calculate 11th Year FIAR: 

• (New Current*) Index 2.25%*

• +Margin 2.75%

• *New FIAR 5.00%

*New FIAR is the maximum new adjusted Rate if lower than the Max adjusted capped Rate calculation

** The FIAR is typically rounded to the nearest 1/8 if being using as the interest rate
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If the Index on year 11 is 2.25 (as used in the example above) 

What is the Interest Rate that would be charged to the customer?



ARM Loan Estimate (LE)
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ARM Disclosure
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CFPB Disclosures 

Adjustable Rate Mortgages

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201401_cfpb_booklet_charm.pdf
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Agency Guidelines
For Adjustable Rate Mortgages
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Fannie Mae Eligibility Matrix
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Fannie Mae ARM’s
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Fannie Mae Qualifying Requirements
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Freddie Mac ARM’s
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Freddie Mac Qualifying Requirements
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ARM Quiz
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 Index: .750% Annual Adjustment Cap: 2.000%

 Discount: 1.250% Initial Adjustment Cap:        5.000% 

Lifetime Adjustment Cap: 6.000%

 Margin: 2.750% 6th year Index: 3.000%

1. What is the initial Fully Indexed Accrual Rate (FIAR)?



2. What is the start/teaser rate?



3.    What is the Qualifying Rate?

4. What is the FIAR in year 6?

5. Does this amount exceed the cap?  If yes, what is the maximum rate allowed?
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Genworth Underwriting Guidelines
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Genworth Rate Express®
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LOS Connections
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Training Tools and Information



Training Tools and Information
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Additional MI Site Information
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➢ ActionCenter®: 800 444.5664

➢ Your Local Genworth 

Regional Underwriter

➢ Your Genworth Sales 

Representative

Your Genworth Resources
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Legal Disclaimer
 Genworth Mortgage Insurance is happy to provide you with these training materials. While we strive for

accuracy, we also know that any discussion of laws and their application to particular facts is subject to 

individual interpretation, change, and other uncertainties. Our training is not intended as legal advice, and is 

not a substitute for advice of counsel. You should always check with your own legal advisors for 

interpretations of legal and compliance principles applicable to your business. 

 ,GENWORTH EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WITH RESPECT TO THESE MATERIALS AND THE RELATED TRAINING. IN 

NO EVENT SHALL GENWORTH BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR 

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER WITH RESPECT TO THE TRAINING AND 

THE MATERIALS.

Genworth Mortgage Insurance Offers A Comprehensive Suite Of Training 

Opportunities To Boost Your Know-How, Benefit Your Bottom Line, And Serve Your 

Borrowers Better. Visit new.mi.genworth.com To Learn More.

ActionCenter® and Rate Express® are registered trademarks of Genworth Mortgage Insurance


